
HYC-260-360

Operation Manual

Read the Operation Manual carefully before using your appliance.

Keep the Operation Manual in a safe place.

Appearance, color and layout of the door may vary.
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1) The appliance should be connected to a dedicated socket for 220V/50Hz power

supply.Allow some time lapse before loading the appliance.

2) The warning sound signal may be heard when the appliance is first connected to the

power source and can be inactivated by pressing the buzzer buttom. The warning

indicator stays on until the temperature of the test bottle sensor reaches 5 2 .

3) Ensure that the two test bottles are filled with 10% glycol solution.(see article 4,section

installation on page 6).

4) The appliance is preset during manufacture for operation temperature 2~8 .
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1.Control panel

The operation mode and temperature are displayed on the control panel. Pressing the

button on the control panel will display the current temperature and warning data.

2.Light switch

Control of the lights inside the appliance.

3.Battery switch

Rechargeable battery switch for control of power interruption. Position 1 for On, and

Position 0 for Off.

The switch must be set to position On while the appliance is in operation.

Set the battery switch to position Off if the appliance is not used for a long

period.

4.Door handle

Elegant design and unique finish.

5.Casters

Casters designed for free movement of the appliance.

6.Shelf

7.Inner light

15W
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1.Temperature display

Preset temperature of the appliance is 5 2 .

Preset warning point of high temperature is 8 ,and of low temperature is 2 .

Caution:Displayed temperature is detected by test bottles for upper and lower sections of

the appliance, and does not always remain at 5 .The information displayed by the snesor

indicates the average temperature.

Temperature adjusting:

Press and hold both SENSOR SELECT button and CALIB CANCEL button for more than 3s until

original setting starts flashing to indicate that it enters temperature setting mode. With each press

of CALIB CANCEL button, temperature setting increases 0.1 until reaching upper limit, which

is defaulted as 8 . If press again, it returns to lower limit, which is defaulted as 2 . It repeats the

above cycle. When it reaches your desired temperature, if you don't press the button within 5s,

the temperature setting will be saved and it automatically quits the temperature setting mode (the

temperature setting range programmed at factory is 2 - 8 ). The display returns to display inside

sensor temperature or average temperature before setting is made (not flashing).


